
March 23, 1977: 1.7 mile-long Key Bridge opened over the Patapsco River as part of I-695 Baltimore Beltway

Key Bridge Background

March 26, 2024: A cargo ship (Dali) leaving the Port of Baltimore struck the Key Bridge causing its collapse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. I'm Bruce Gartner, Executive Director of the Maryland Transportation Authority. I want to welcome all of the engineering firms, contractors, and subcontractors joining us today to learn about the process in which we will rebuild the Key Bridge. Before we get going, I'd like to acknowledge and recognize the work that has been done by MDTA, local, state, and federal partners to date. As you can imagine, this has been a massive effort. But in working together, we have been able to start working immediately to clear the debris to reopen the channel. We've begun discussions on the swift actions needed and allowable to rebuild the new bridge. We have selected a Progressive Design-Build process as the procurement method. And we have started working on an RFP to put out to the industry for the bridge rebuild. The collapse of the Key Bridge on March 26th brought local communities in Baltimore and Maryland together like never before. Not only are we grieving the loss of an iconic structure and a lifeline to thousands of people who cross the bridge each day, six families are without a husband, a father, a brother, and a friend — that we must never forget. And the rebuilding of the Key Bridge will honor those individuals in the best way possible. Nobody could have anticipated the tragedy of the Key Bridge collapse on March 26th, and the traffic impacts have gone far beyond a vital missing link on I-695. 39,000 vehicles that cross the Key Bridge each weekday are now forced to use I-895, the Baltimore Harbor Tunnel, and I-95, the Fort McHenry tunnel. This has created significant delays and commute times for everyone using the crossings, not to mention additional traffic to the local system and city streets. While we are moving at rapid speed to rebuild the bridge, to reconnect the Beltway, as well as the communities on both sides of the Patapsco River, there are specific steps we need to take for the rebuild process. We'll be sharing those details with you today, and we want to be able to provide you with information on how you can participate. I'd like to stress, and this will be repeated by the team, that the Progressive Design-Build process is unique, and that the contract is just the beginning of the opportunities associated with a rebuild. Industry engagement will be an ongoing process.



Purpose of Industry Forum 
To inform industry professionals and discuss the upcoming Progressive 
Design-Build (PDB) procurement and subsequent delivery of the Key 
Bridge Rebuild.

To inform MBE, DBE, WBE, VSBE and small businesses that are 
interested in obtaining their MD DBE certification about available 
partnering opportunities.

Respond to inquiries from industry professional related to the 
upcoming Request for Proposals (RFP).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this industry forum is to discuss the upcoming Progressive Design-Build procurement, and the flexibility it will afford us as we move from demo to design and ultimately to construction. The team will also briefly discuss two other contract opportunities we are currently pursuing to assist with the rebuild. Later in the forum, you will hear reference to a subsequent engineering contract to serve as a General Engineering Contract, as well as a Construction Management Inspection Contract. Finally, we want to inform our minority and small business community on how they can obtain DBE certification if they are not yet certified. The question and answer session today will be used to help us refine the request for proposals. MD TA anticipates issuing the RFP by the end of May, and the turnaround time to submit proposals will be quicker than normal. The attendees from today will be posted to the KeyBridgeRebuild.com website tomorrow, so I encourage you to connect with one another for potential partnering opportunities. As I said before, this is a massive effort and we need as many partners as possible pulling in one direction to help us accomplish our goals. One. I will now turn it over to Andrew Bing, our moderator for the day. Thanks again for being here. Andrew. 



 Industry Forum Moderator – Mr. Andrew Bing
 On behalf of:
 Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA)

Industry Forum Moderator

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWThank you, Bruce. Once again, I am Andrew Bing and I will be leading today’s industry forum. I want to thank everyone for joining us this afternoon to discuss the Maryland Transportation Authority's first steps in rebuilding the Key Bridge, a critical piece of infrastructure for both Baltimore and the Northeast Corridor.   



 Virtual presentation and Question & Answer session related to the 
upcoming RFP

 Questions and responses will be posted online at KeyBridgeRebuild.com

 This Virtual Industry Forum is being recorded and will be posted
 online at KeyBridgeRebuild.com

Format of Industry Forum

Check the webpage 
daily for updates!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWYour participation in this forum is essential, and we have structured today’s presentation and discussion to ensure it is both informative and interactive. We're here to make this process as transparent and inclusive as possible. Let's talk about the format for the forum.   First, our presenters will share important information related to the upcoming RFP. After this information is presented, we will respond to questions that have been asked by the attendees. You can submit questions at any time by going to the Q&A window on your screen and entering your question. There is also an option to post your questions anonymously. We will respond to as many questions as we can get to, as more than 1,700 individuals from over 360 organizations registered for today’s forum.All questions and the responses will be posted on our project website – KeyBridgeRebuild.com for your reference.  A quick housekeeping note about the Zoom platform. Within Zoom, to adjust the size of the shared screen and speaker video, hover your pointer over the boundary between the two until your pointer changes to a double arrow and you see a grey line separating both views. Click and drag the separator to adjust the size of each view.

http://www.keybridgerebuild.com/
http://www.keybridgerebuild.com/


Panel Introductions

Jim Harkness, PE, PTOE
MDTA Chief Engineer

Brian Wolfe, PE
MDTA Director of Project 

Development

Jeff Davis, NIGP-CPP, CMPO
MDTA Deputy Director of Procurement

Jan Walker-Emeogo
MDOT Director

Office of Minority Business 
Enterprise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWI would now like to introduce our panel for the forum.     Joining me today are  Jim Harkness, Brian Wolfe, Jan Walker-Emeogo, and Jeff Davis.  I would like to ask each of them to introduce themselves.   Hi, I'm Jim Harkness, Chief Engineer for the Maryland Transportation Authority, and I am overseeing the Key Bridge Rebuild program.  I'm Brian Wolfe, Director of Project Development, with the Maryland Transportation Authority, and I will be the contract manager for this contract.  I'm Jan Walker-Emeogo, Director of the Office of Minority Business Enterprise, at the Maryland Department of Transportation. I oversee the certification process for minority-owned firms.  And I'm Jeff Davis, Deputy Director of Procurement with the Maryland Transportation Authority. I will be the procurement officer for this contract.  



What is Title VI?
 Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

provides that no person shall on the ground 
of race, color, national origin, sex, English 
proficiency, or disabilities be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
be subjected to discrimination under any 
program or activity.

Why is Title VI Important?
 Title VI ensures that public services, including 

transportation, are provided in an equitable and 
nondiscriminatory manner.

 Title VI provides opportunities for public 
participation in decision-making without regard to 
race, color, or national origin, including populations 
with Limited English Proficiency (LEP).

Please Fill Out a Survey by 
Clicking the Survey Link provided 
in the Chat or by Scanning the 
QR Code.  This survey will
assist the MDTA in achieving 
maximum outreach to industry 
professionals.

Should you need LEP assistance or if you believe the 
MDTA  is not meeting the expectations of Title VI, you 
may direct questions, concerns, or file a complaint with:
Maryland Transportation Authority
Ryan Coleman, EEO Manager
Office of Equal Opportunity 
2310 Broening Highway
Baltimore, MD 21224
410-537-5660 (Direct) | MD Relay: 7-1-1
RColeman3@MDTA.state.md.us

Title VI Questionnaire

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWBefore we move on, let’s briefly review Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.     It is crucial for us to acknowledge that no person shall be excluded from participation, denied benefits, or subjected to discrimination under any program or activity on the grounds of race, color, national origin, sex, English proficiency, or disability.     This commitment to equity underpins all our efforts and ensures that public services, like transportation, are accessible to all, including populations with Limited English Proficiency.  

mailto:RColeman3@MDTA.state.md.us


What is MDTA 
working on now?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWI will now have Jim discuss how MDTA has responded to the Key Bridge collapse.



Key Bridge Directives
Governor Moore’s four directives:

1. Give closure to the families

2. Clear the channel and fully open vessel traffic to the Port

3. Take care of all the people who have been affected by the crisis

4. Rebuild the Key Bridge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JIMThank you Andrew.    Let me start by saying we are praying for the families of all of the victims of the Key Bridge collapse.  Governor Moore has been clear on his four directives: give closure to the victims families, clear the channel and open the port, take care of those affected by the emergency, and finally, rebuild the Key Bridge.  MDTA has been working hand-in-hand with local, state, and federal partners to respond to the Key Bridge emergency. Two of the directives that we will be discussing during this industry forum are how MDTA is supporting the current effort to clear the channel, and of course, the future effort of Rebuilding the Key Bridge.



Sole Source Debris Removal Contract
 MDTA is utilizing Skanska USA Civil Southeast, Inc. (Skanska) for debris removal

 Qualified and equipped to perform similar operations

 Successfully demolished the Nice/Middleton Bridge across the Potomac River

 Resources already mobilized nearby Key Bridge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JIM Following the collapse of the Key Bridge, MDTA entered into an emergency contract with Skanska USA Civil.  Skanska is tasked with clearing the portions of the Key bridge wreckage outside of the federal navigational channel. At the time of the collapse, Skanska was under contract with MDTA working on the Nice-Middleton Bridge Replacement Project.  Since they were already mobilized for that project, it was expeditious and efficient for them to perform debris removal at the site of the emergency.  



What is MDTA 
Looking For In A 
Project Partner?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JIMNow that I've covered our on-going efforts to clear the channel, we will transition to talking about what MDTA is looking for in a progressive design build partner. 



MDTA Project Goals

Collaboration Schedule

Quality

Safety

AestheticsCost

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JIMFor this critical infrastructure project, we are looking to foster robust collaboration among team members, local communities, and stakeholders, ensuring open communication and inclusive partnership opportunities, particularly for small and disadvantaged businesses. Our aim is to expediently complete the bridge design, with the Design-builder adhering to an aggressive delivery schedule, to meet the firm goal of opening all lanes to vehicular traffic in the fall of 2028 while strategically sequencing work to minimize disruption to shipping. Ensuring safety on this project is paramount; our objective is zero fatalities or serious injuries, while maintaining safe passage for all maritime activities. The project emphasizes high-quality design and materials to create a resilient, aesthetically pleasing structure that exceeds a 75-year service life. We are seeking a team that manages costs effectively, provides transparency in financial dealings and stays within negotiated budgets. Additionally, the bridge's design should minimizing environmental impacts to the Patapsco River and enhance the visual landscape, serving as a welcoming gateway to the City and Port of Baltimore.



 Qualified team of experts that best aligns with the project goals, technical needs, 

and accelerated timeline

 Experience working collaboratively in team environments

 Technical expertise in long-span bridge design and construction over water

 Experience in alternative project delivery

 Understanding of Maryland-specific design, permitting, and construction 

requirements

What is MDTA Looking For?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JIMThe success of a project with national significance hinges on selecting the best team to complete the Key Bridge Rebuild work.   We are looking for a highly qualified team of experts that best aligns with our project goals, technical needs and accelerated timeline.  We need a team with specialized technical expertise in long-span bridge design and construction; extensive experience in alternative project delivery; and a thorough understanding of the specific design, permitting, and construction requirements unique to Maryland.  



Review of the
Progressive Design-Build
Project Delivery Method

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWI will now have Brian Wolfe discuss the Project Delivery Method



Progressive Design-Build (PDB) Approach

PHASE 1 (RFP)
RFP Release Late May

Two-Phase Contract with Single-Step Procurement
D-B Team selection 
will be based on a 
combination of 
qualifications and 
price for Phase 1.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BRIANThank you, Andrew. At this time, a National Environmental Policy Act, or NEPA, documented categorical exclusion is being prepared with FHWA as the lead federal agency and MDTA in cooperation with SHA as the lead state agency. NEPA is anticipated to be complete this summer. In addition, FHWA and MDTA are working closely with both state and federal permitting agencies to ensure that permits are obtained in order to meet the aggressive rebuild schedule. We are preparing a procurement to bring on design and construction expertise to help us develop a plan that addresses the project’s goals.  Our approach will be through a two phase, Progressive Design-Build contract, which emphasizes collaboration and flexibility to adapt to emerging needs and changes.  Progressive Design-Build, or PDB, follows a model similar to traditional Design-Build, involving a single contract that unites MDTA with the PDB entity, which includes both contractor and designer roles.  This procurement will select a highly qualified team to provide initial project development services that will determine the project scope and requirements in collaboration with the MDTA.  Upon successful completion of Phase 1, the PDB will have the exclusive negotiating rights for Phase 2 services through the guaranteed maximum price, or GMP process.  If a GMP is not successfully agreed upon, the PDB loses the right to construct the project and MDTA will deliver the work under a separate contracting mechanism.For this procurement, MDTA will be using a Single-Step Procurement for Phase 1 Services. With the Single-Step Procurement process, proposers will submit their proposals with qualifications included in response to the RFP, which is expected to be advertised later this month.  Qualifications are anticipated to focus on the capability of the offering team, approach to the project and PDB, and methods for estimating and successfully reaching a GMP.The MDTA will select a Progressive Design-Build team for Phase 1 services based on a combination of both qualifications and price.  MDTA does not anticipate a firm price commitment from the proposers as a part of the RFP.Specific elements of Phase 1 will include preliminary engineering tasks, bridge concept development and some detailed design sufficient to allow negotiations on a Guaranteed Maximum Price, before moving into Phase 2.



Elements of Work – Phase 1*
Preliminary Design & Professional Services 
 Project planning

 Preliminary engineering

 Final Design

 Construction support services 

 Highway Design

 Geotechnical and Pavement Investigation & Design  

 Landscape Design

 Permitting

 Community Engagement and Marketing Agency Services

 Surveying

 Third-party coordination

 Utility Coordination

 Structure Design

 Water Resources

 Stormwater 

Management

*Not a comprehensive list.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BRIANThere will be opportunities for businesses of all sizes and specialties to contribute to the rebuilding of the Key Bridge  The work elements for the project will be divided into two main phases:   Phase 1 Services include preliminary design and professional services.  



Progressive Design-Build (PDB) Approach

PHASE 2 (No RFP)
Multiple Work Packages

DBE Goals set per Work Package
Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP)

Two-Phase Contract with Single-Step Procurement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BRIANThere will not be an RFP issued for Phase 2 services.A Guaranteed Maximum Price will be developed and agreed upon when design is advanced to a significant level within Phase 1.Once the GMP is negotiated, Phase 2 of the PDB will commence. This effort will involve finalizing the design, developing the various work packages and then construction.Phase 2 services will be placed into multiple work packages and the original contract will then be modified.Multiple GMPs may be agreed upon for stand-alone construction packages



Elements of Work – Phase 2*
Final Design & Construction

 Concreting

 Demolition

 Drainage / Pipe Placement

 Erosion and Sediment Control

 Formwork

 Grading and Excavation

 Highway Design

 Incidentals: construction 

equipment, materials supply

 Landscape Architecture Design

 Landscaping

 Lighting

 New Construction

 Pavement Marking

 Paving

 Permitting

 Piles

 Rebar and Steel Placement

 Signing and Signals

 Skilled and Unskilled Labor

 Stormwater Management

 Structure Design

 Third-party Coordination

 Traffic, ITS, Electrical Design

 Traffic Control

 Traffic Signal Installation

 Trucking and Hauling

 Utility Relocation

 Water Resources

 Community Engagement & 
Marketing Agency Services

*Not a comprehensive list.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BRIANPhase 2 Services include final design and construction.



Why Progressive Design-Build?

Progressive Design-Build 
Information provided by the 
Design-Build Institute of 
America (DBIA) is available at 
KeyBridgeRebuild.com

 Streamlines and simplifies the procurement process
 D-B becomes part of the project team to develop design solutions/concepts
 Enables MDTA to provide substantial input on the design (proposed solution) 

within limits of Federal approvals.
 Shortens the overall project schedule with a quicker procurement process and 

opportunity to use early work packages in phasing the work.
 GMP offers MDTA transparency into the D-B’s proposal cost and the ultimate cost 

for final design and construction.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BRIANSo, why did the MDTA choose a progressive design build for this contract?The progressive design-build  procurement process is streamlined into one step, eliminating the need for creating a shortlist or a reduced list of candidates.  The initial scope is deliberately broad, allowing MDTA and the PDB Team to collaboratively find cost-effective solutions, similar to a planning and preliminary engineering contract. As the project progresses, it's possible to draft further agreements to incorporate final design and construction phases.  Design packages and other work scopes will be refined and issued, provided the pricing is acceptable. 

http://www.keybridgerebuild.com/


How Does 
Industry Get 

Involved?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWThank you Brian.  Jeff will now discuss how the industry can get involved.



 Firms who can support Phase One planning, preliminary design and engineering services should 
work to join interested teams

 Today's Virtual Industry Forum registration information will be posted online
 Primes can reference eMaryland Marketplace Advantage (eMMA) sub list as a talent roster.
 KeyBridgeRebuild.com will have information related to RFP progress and procurement.
 Anyone who registered for today's Forum will receive an email with notification of the RFP posting to 

eMMA.
 Subsequent work packages will not be advertised on eMMA

 The vendor can direct solicit from database
 The vendor will need to promote and do outreach

 Specialty subcontractors, DBE construction partners, and construction labor will have the opportunity 
to become involved later in the process

 Separate outreach will occur; joint effort between MDOT/MDTA and the selected PDB.

How Does Industry Get Involved?

emma.maryland.gov 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFFor those interested in partnering with the us, we encourage you to reach out to your industry colleagues who are forming teams to reply to the upcoming RFP. The RFP for Phase One services will be posted on eMaryland Marketplace Advantage, or eMMA, which is the State of Maryland’s electronic bid board.  MDTA plans on using a strategic approach to rate the proposals and identify the offeror that provides the most advantageous proposal to the State of Maryland.Today’s virtual industry forum information will be posted on both eMMA and KeyBridgeRebuild.com.  

http://www.keybridgerebuild.com/
https://emma.maryland.gov/page.aspx/en/usr/login?ReturnUrl=%2fpage.aspx%2fen%2fbuy%2fhomepage


 The MDTA anticipates a need for D-B or D-B Joint Venture (JV) 
partners to be able to demonstrate a performance and payment 
bonding capacity of at least $500M as a part of their proposal.

 Specific bonding requirements will be subject to negotiation with 
the successful Design-Builder prior to the GMP process for 
individual construction packages.

Anticipated Project Costs & 
Bonding Requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFWith a project of this scale comes requirements for a contractor or joint venture to demonstrate a bonding capacity of at least $500 million.   Specific bonding requirements will be subject to negotiation prior to Phase 2 GMPs.Jim's now going to address contract staffing needs.



Staffing The Project
 The project scope of work and accelerated timeline will require a substantial 

amount of skilled labor to complete the construction quickly and reliably
 There are substantial concurrent projects planned in Maryland/DC/Virginia area 

that will increase competition for skilled labor
 As a part of Phase 1 scope, MDTA is committed to determining whether a 

Project Labor Agreement (PLA) will be beneficial to the project
 The Design-Builder will need to put forth a staffing plan that demonstrates an 

ability to identify, train, and retain qualified workers for the project
 The approach to labor and staffing may or may not include a PLA
 Staffing plans will be evaluated as a part of the proposals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JIMThank you Jeff.  A project of this scale and national significance will require multiple construction years, involve significant staffing needs, and large labor pools from multiple trades. A timely and predictable construction schedule is of significant concern.   The Progressive Design-Builder will be evaluated on a plan that demonstrate how to recruit, train, and retain staff.The size of this project can present challenges to staffing resources on its own, but when you consider the slate of major civil construction programs in the Maryland-District of Columbia-Northern Virginia region over the next five to ten years, the competition for labor will be high.  Due to these tightening labor market conditions and size and complexity of the Key Bridge Rebuild work, we anticipate that the ability to use a PLA may help the Design-Builder to deliver a timely and successful completion of a replacement bridge. FHWA has acknowledged MDTA's desire to move forward with the RFP while continuing to evaluate the benefit of using a PLA for this project. MDTA will evaluate the project in conformance with Gov. Moore’s Executive Order issued in November 2023. Any PLA, if required, will need to be consistent with the guidelines set forth in the Governor’s Executive Order and meet FHWA’s Interim Guidance from 2010.



DBE Certification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWI will now turn it over to Jan to discuss Disadvantaged Business Enterprises Certification.



How To Become DBE Certified
MBE, WBE, VSBE and 
small businesses can 
become certified as a 

Maryland DBE

Online Resources
 Visit MDOT's website for DBE certification information:

Certifications and Required Forms - MDOT (maryland.gov)

Application Assistance Workshop
 MDOT's Office of Minority Business Enterprise (OMBE) will hold an Application Assistance 

Workshop for Forum attendees on Friday, May 10, 2024, at 10 a.m.
 Register at: register.gotowebinar.com/register/8326283137598029920

 One on One - Call 410-865-1269 or email mbe@mdot.maryland.gov
 Heather McCall – hmccall@mdot.maryland.gov or Eun Young Hong – ehong@mdot.maryland.gov 

OMBE Contacts
 Jan Walker-Emeogo, walker-emeogo@mdot.maryland.gov
 LaVerl Hendrix, lhendrix@mdot.maryland.gov

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JANThank you Andrew. The design build team should not only have a diverse set of skills and expertise, but also reflect a range of perspectives and life experiences to engage in the work and with the community.  Becoming certified as a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise, or DBE opens the door for firms seeking growth opportunities in transportation-related projects.  For businesses interested in DBE certification, the Maryland Department of Transportation's website is your starting point for certification. Our site offers comprehensive resources, detailed checklists, and the application form needed to start the process. The Application Assistance Workshop - business owners, please take advantage of this valuable opportunity and mark your calendars for May 10th, at 10 AM Eastern Standard Time. This workshop is a crucial step in understanding the certification process and ensuring your application is complete and correct. Early registration is key to securing your spot, so register today. If you need additional assistance, our dedicated team is here to help. Every Thursday, the Minority Business Enterprise Office offers 30-minute one-on-one application cursory reviews with business owners. These sessions are designed to review the documentation required on your checklist, ensuring you feel confident and are well-prepared as you go through the certification process. If you need to schedule an appointment, email us at mbe@mdot.maryland.gov. If you have further questions about your DBE application, please use the email provided in this presentation to contact us.  Jeff will now discuss the contract’s DBE Goal Setting

https://www.mdot.maryland.gov/tso/pages/index.aspx?pageid=91
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8326283137598029920
mailto:mbe@mdot.maryland.gov
mailto:hmccall@mdot.maryland.gov
mailto:ehong@mdot.maryland.gov
mailto:walker-emeogo@mdot.maryland.gov
mailto:lhendrix@mdot.maryland.gov


Federal Contract - DBE Goal Setting
 Funding for reconstruction is expected to be derived 

from insurance proceeds, cash on hand, bond financing, and 
federal funds. 

 Use of federal funds is subject to DBE requirements.
 The upcoming RFP will include DBE goals for Phase One services.
 DBE goals will be set prior to each Phase 2 package based on the 

specific scopes of work.
 The Progressive Design-Builder will be required to perform 

industry outreach.
 On the Job Training goals for Phase 2 work will be determined 

concurrently with the DBE goals.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFThanks Jan. Funding for the reconstruction is expected to include federal funds which means that upcoming RFP will include federal DBE goals.  These goals can only be met through the participation of MDOT certified DBE firms.  The upcoming RFP will be focusing on Phase 1 professional services related to the design of the new bridge. This means that the prime contractor will strive to achieve the DBE goals by partnering with MDOT certified DBE firms that can meet the challenges of this scope of work.Once MDTA is prepared to award Phase 2 services to the prime contractor such as advanced work packages, Long Lead Time Procurements, and GMP Packages, DBE goals will be set for each given package.  Once again, the prime contractor will be looking for firms that can provide the types of services needed in each package.The Progressive Design-Builder will be required to perform industry outreach targeting DBE firms prior to each package.It is also anticipated that Phase 2 packages will include federal On The Job training goals.  These OJT goals for Phase 2 work will be determined concurrently with the DBE goals.



Review of Planned
Procurements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFI'm now going to provide a review of planned procurements.



Anticipated PDB Procurement 
Schedule*

*Schedule is subject to change

3-4 weeks 4-6 weeks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFThe anticipated PDB procurement schedule begins today with the virtual industry forum, the RFP will be advertised later this month, with proposals due in 3-4 weeks, culminating in an award made in 4-6 weeks after proposals are received.



 MDTA anticipates that the Progressive Design-Build RFP will 
preclude the following entities from participation due to their current 
or potential involvement:
 Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson or JMT, Inc.
 WSP USA Inc.
 Blackwater Environmental Group
 Prime AE
 Gannett Fleming
 Reynolds, Smith and Hills or RS&H,
 Rummel, Klepper and Kahl or RK&K
 Whitman, Requardt & Associates or WRA

Restrictions on Participation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFThe MDTA anticipates that the Progressive Design-Build RFP will preclude the entities listed on this slide from participation.  This list is based on our understanding today and is subject to change.  



Other Opportunities to Get Involved:
GEC & CMI Procurements
 The MDTA anticipates two additional procurements:
 General Engineering Consultant (GEC) contract
 Single award, task-based contract
 Single-step RFP

 Construction Management and Inspection (CMI)
 Contract series, three anticipated awards
 Open-ended, task-based contracts
 Single-step RFP

A&E Contracts will be 
advertised after the 
PDB advertisement and 
will be advertised with 
staggered proposal due 
dates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFThe MDTA anticipates two additional procurements that will provide owner’s representation services for the Key Bridge project. The first opportunity is a General Engineering Consultant contract.  This is expected to be a single award, open-ended, task-based contract in the not-to-exceed amount of $75M to be procured by a single step Request for Proposals.  The advertisement of this contract is expected in June 2024 The second opportunity is a Construction Management and Inspection contract series.  This series is expected to consist of three awards that total the not-to-exceed amount of $60M of open-ended, task-based contracts, to be procured by a single step RFP.  The advertisement of this contract series is expected in July 2024MDTA anticipates advertising these contracts after the PDB contract has been advertised. There may be overlap between the PDB and owner’s representation procurements and firms should plan their teaming approaches accordingly.  These additional contracts may be advertised concurrently, or they may be staggered.



 Entities that are participants in the selected Progressive Design-Build, 
including contractors, subcontractors, prime consultants, and 
subconsultants, will not be selectable on either the GEC or CMI 
contracts.

 Firms (prime and subs) may submit on both the GEC and CMI 
contracts.

Restrictions on Participation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFEntities involved in the progressive design build will not be selectable on the GEC or CMI contracts, but firms will be allowed to submit on both the GEC and CMI contracts.



Procurement Officer:
Jeff Davis, NIGP-CPP, CMPO

Deputy Director
Phone: 410-537-7832

Email: jdavis8@mdta.state.md.us

Mailing Address:
Maryland Transportation Authority

Division of Procurement
2310 Broening Highway

Baltimore, MD 21224

Doing Business with the MDTA

For General Procurement questions or information, please email:
mdtaprocurement@mdta.state.md.us

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
JEFFA few things I would like to note for prospective offerors is that while we attempt to include all relevant information in the RFP, if you have any questions, reach out early and often.  This will give the MDTA sufficient time to provide responses to your questions. All questions and responses related to the RFP will be posted online for the benefit of all interested parties.I ask that you pay special attention to all submittal requirements, all submittal dates, and all DBE and project goals. Evaluation factors for selection will be explicitly detailed in the RFP but remember that we are looking for a design-build team that we feel best represents our goals for this contract.

mailto:jdavis8@mdta.state.md.us
mailto:mdtaprocurement@mdta.state.md.us


Q&A Session

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWThank you Jeff and team. That was a lot of information to digest. As a reminder, this presentation will be posted online for reference.We are now going to take a short break before moving on to the Q&A session of the Industry Forum.  BREAKWelcome back, we are going to get started with the Q&A. If you have a question, simply type it into the Q&A window on your screen. If you prefer to ask anonymously, that's an option too—just select 'post as anonymous'. As a reminder, there are over 1,700 participants in today's industry forum. We will do our best to address as many questions as time allows. We did receive several questions ahead of the forum. We will start by answering some of the most frequently asked questions first.



Mr. Brian Wolfe, PE
Director of Project Development

Office of Engineering and Construction
Maryland Transportation Authority

Contact Information

info@KeyBridgeRebuild.com Rebuilding the Key Bridge
2310 Broening Highway

Baltimore, MD 21224

800-515-7030

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWAs we wrap up, we'd like to remind you that the presentation slides will be available on the project website at KeyBridgeRebuild.com.   If you have further questions or comments, you are welcome to reach out to Brian Wolfe directly at the information shown here.    

mailto:info@KeyBridgeRebuild.com


Thank you for participating in the
Key Bridge Rebuild

Virtual Industry Forum

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANDREWA survey will be sent to you following today's industry forum. Please take a few minutes to share your feedback and provide insight on today’s virtual event. Your input helps us to improve future public meetings. Thank you again for participating in today's industry forum.
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